DATE: May 7, 2015
TO: Planning Commissioners
FROM: Mary Woods
Staff Planner - 558.6315 or mary.woods@sfgov.org
RE: 5400 Geary Boulevard, the Alexandria Theatre Site
Planning Commission Motion No. 18853 for
Conditional Use Authorization under Case No. 2004.0482CEK!

On April 25, 2013, the Planning Commission approved a Conditional Use Authorization for the renovation of the existing Alexandria Theatre building, and the construction of a new mixed-use building with underground parking on the adjacent surface parking lot. The new four-story mixed-use development would consist of two levels of underground parking with 122 spaces, approximately 4,800 square feet of retail spaces on the ground floor, and 37 dwelling units on the upper floors, including 13 one-bedroom units, 18 two-bedroom units, and 6 three-bedroom units.

In August, 2014, Department staff sent to the Commission a Project Update Memo describing a proposed modification to the approved four-story mixed-use building containing retail on the ground floor and dwelling units on all four floor levels. That modification would increase the original dwelling unit count from 37 to 41, and the below market-rate unit count from 4 to 5.

In the current proposal, the project sponsor is proposing to increase the dwelling unit count from 41 to 43 in the four-story mixed-use building. The number of below market-rate units provided on-site would remain at five.

Department staff has reviewed the proposed revisions and found them to be in conformance with the original approval.

cc: Supervisor Eric Mar

Attachments:
Planning Commission Motion No. 18853
Parcel/Zoning Map, Sanborn Map
August 7, 2014 Project Update Memo
Proposed Plans for the Mixed-Use Building
ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 121.1, 121.2, 303(C), 712.11 AND 712.21 OF THE PLANNING CODE TO ALLOW A DEVELOPMENT LOT SIZE EXCEEDING 9,999 SQUARE FEET AND A NON-RESIDENTIAL USE SIZE EXCEEDING 5,999 SQUARE FEET, IN AN NC-3 (MODERATE-SCALE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL) DISTRICT AND 40-X HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.

PREAMBLE

On June 1, 2004, Alexandria Enterprises, LLC (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”) filed an application with the Planning Department (hereinafter “Department”) for Conditional Use authorization under Planning Code Sections 121.1, 121.2, 303(c), 712.11 and 712.21 to allow a development lot size exceeding 9,999 square feet and a non-residential use size exceeding 5,999 square feet, in an NC-3 (Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial) District, and 40-X Height and Bulk District.

On April 25, 2013, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No. 2004.0482CE!
On November 24, 2010, the Preliminary Mitigated Negative Declaration (PMND) for the Project was prepared and published for public review; and,

The PMND was available for public comment until January 24, 2011. No appeal of the PMND was filed with the Department; and

On May 26, 2011, the Department adopted the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration (FMND) and found that the contents of said report and the procedures through which the FMND was prepared, publicized, and reviewed complied with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq.) (CEQA), Title 14 California Code of Regulations Sections 15000 et seq. (the “CEQA Guidelines”) and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code (“Chapter 31”); and

The Department found the FMND was adequate, accurate and objective, reflected the independent analysis and judgment of the Planning Department, and approved the FMND for the Project in compliance with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 31.

Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), setting forth measures to reduce potential environmental effects. These mitigation measures reduce all potential significant impacts to less than significant levels and are set forth in entirety in the MMRP, attached to the Draft Motion as EXHIBIT C.

These materials were made available to the public and this Commission for this Commission’s review, consideration and action.

The Department is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case No. 2004.0482E, at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.

The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the Project Sponsor, Department staff, and other interested parties.

MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No. 2004.0482CE!, subject to the conditions contained in “EXHIBIT A” of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS

Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:

1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2. Site Description and Present Use. The Project is located at the northwest corner of Geary Boulevard and 18th Avenue, in Assessor’s Block 1450, Lot 008. The property is located within an NC-3 (Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial) District and 40-X Height and Bulk District.
Existing uses on the Project Site include the closed 3-screen Alexandria Theatre, a 53-foot tall, two-story building containing approximately 17,000 square feet, including three small retail establishments fronting on Geary Boulevard, and a 57-space surface parking lot fronting on 18th Avenue. The three existing retail businesses include a gift store, an appliance store and an engineering office. The Alexandria Theatre closed in February, 2004. The parking lot is currently operated by an attendant for fee-based public parking.

3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project Site is situated towards the western end of the NC-3 District along the three-mile Geary Boulevard commercial corridor that stretches from the Western Addition to the Outer Richmond, through four neighborhoods. This corridor is bounded by Divisadero Street to the east and 28th Avenue in the west. The MUNI line "38-Geary" runs in front of the Project Site linking the Richmond area to Downtown and the Financial District. Other transit lines are also nearby and are within walking distance of the Site. Except for the commercial uses located on Geary Boulevard, the Project Site is surrounded by predominantly residential dwellings and residentially zoned districts to the west, north and east of the site. To the east of the site on 18th Avenue, existing uses also include a YMCA, a community center, and a church. Buildings on the subject block and facing block on Geary Boulevard range from one to two stories tall with primarily commercial uses on the ground floor and a few residential units on the upper floor. Commercial uses on the subject and facing blocks on Geary Boulevard include a gift store, an appliance store, a comic store, postal supplies store, a dry cleaner, shoe repair, restaurants, banks, grocery stores, a paint store, a medical supply store, and other professional offices. The Clement Street commercial corridor is one block north of the Project Site.

4. Project Description. The proposed Project consists of two components: (1) the renovation of the existing Alexandria Theatre building, and (2) the construction of a new mixed-use building with underground parking on the adjacent surface parking lot. Renovations to the Alexandria Theatre building include the conversion from a three-screen theatre to a 221-seat single-screen theatre, the creation of new retail spaces (6,300 square feet) on the ground floor, and a restaurant space (7,000 square feet) on the second floor. The surface parking lot will be removed and replaced with a new four-story mixed-use development with two levels of underground parking (122 spaces). The new building will contain retail spaces (4,800 square feet) on the ground floor, and 37 dwelling units on the upper floors, including 13 one-bedroom units, 18 two-bedroom units, and 6 three-bedroom units. The development would total approximately 109,000 square feet.

Section 312 - neighborhood notification was conducted in conjunction with the Conditional Use authorization process.

5. Public Comment. To date, the Department has received one e-mail in opposition to the Project expressing concerns related to building security, construction noise and pollution. Staff has met with one neighbor who expressed concerns about the massing of the new mixed-use building, structural integrity/building safety of adjacent buildings during construction, soil stability, and traffic problems along 18th Avenue. Staff has also received general inquiries about the scope of work related to the proposed Project. Staff has not received any correspondence in support of the
proposed project. The Project Sponsor and its representatives held several community outreach meetings beginning in 2010. Issues discussed ranged from the reuse of the existing theatre building, design of the new mixed-use building with retail/commercial uses on the ground floor and dwelling units above, affordability and type of units proposed, feasibility of retail uses in the theatre building, parking and traffic, and street trees.

6. First Source Hiring Program. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program (Chapter 83 of the Administrative Code) for projects creating ten (10) or more new residential units. The Project Sponsor will comply with the requirements of this Program. Prior to the issuance of any Building Permit or a First Addendum to a Site Permit, the Project Sponsor will have an approved and signed First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) from the First Source Hiring Administrator, which will be evidenced in writing. This MOU will include Exhibit A, Construction First Source Hiring Agreement, and Exhibit B, End-Use First Source Hiring Agreement. Before the Commission can act on the Project, the Project Sponsor must complete the “Affidavit for First Source Hiring Program”.

The Project Sponsor has submitted a complete Affidavit for First Source Hiring Program, a copy of which is attached to the Draft Motion

7. Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:

A. Large Lot Development. Sections 121.1 and 712.11 state that a Conditional Use authorization is required for development of large lot size exceeding 9,999 square feet in Neighborhood Commercial Districts.

The existing lot is irregular-shaped with an area of approximately 37,000 square feet.

B. Non-Residential Use Size. Sections 121.2 and 712.21 state that a Conditional Use authorization is required for development of large lot size exceeding 5,999 square feet in Neighborhood Commercial Districts.

The existing theatre building contains approximately 17,000 square feet of non-residential uses. The Project proposes to add an additional 69,000 square feet of non-residential uses, including new retail spaces, a restaurant, and two levels of underground parking for 122 spaces.

C. Basic Floor Area Ratio. Section 124 limits the building square footage to 3.6 square feet of building area for every 1 square feet of lot area, or approximately 134,000 square feet of building area for the subject site. However, in NC Districts, the FAR limits do not apply to dwellings or to other residential uses per Section 124(b).

The entire Project would total approximately 109,000 square feet, of which, approximately 40,000 square feet is related to residential uses.
D. **Front Setback.** Section 132 is not applicable. There is no front setback requirement for buildings in NC-3 Districts.

E. **Rear Yard.** Section 134(a)(1) requires that a rear yard equal to 25% of the lot depth be provided opposite the site’s frontage. Further, Section 134(a)(1)(C) requires that in NC-3 Districts, rear yards must be provided at the lowest story containing a dwelling unit, and at each succeeding story of the building.

The new mixed-use building has a 30-foot rear yard setback (25% of the 120-foot lot depth) at all the residential levels. The Project provides a single rear yard totaling approximately 6,000 square feet.

F. **Useable Open Space.** Section 135 typically requires 80 square feet of usable open space be provided for every dwelling unit, when provided as private open space, in NC-3 Districts. The open space requirement must be multiplied by 1.33 when provided as common open space.

For the proposed 37-unit Project, approximately 4,000 square feet of common useable open space would be required. For 30 of the units, the Project will provide common useable open space at the rear yard totaling approximately 4,300 square feet (3,200 square feet required). Additional common useable open space is also provided on the second floor interior courtyard, totaling approximately 1,800 square feet. The remaining seven units contain private useable open space in the form of private decks and yards, totaling approximately 1,300 (560 square feet required). All private open spaces meet the minimum area requirements of the Code.

G. **Better Streets Plan.** Section 138.1 establishes requirements for the improvement of the public right-of-way associated with development projects, such that the public right-of-way may be safe, accessible, convenient and attractive to pedestrian use and travel by all modes of transportation.

The Project’s streetscape and pedestrian improvements include a mid-block bulb-out on 18th Avenue, a small mid-block public plaza on 18th Avenue at the junction of the existing theatre building and the new mixed-use building, new street trees on both Geary Boulevard and 18th Avenue, permeable paving, benches and moveable seating, motorcycle and bike parking, lighting fixtures, and various hedges and plantings along 18th Avenue.

H. **Dwelling Unit Exposure.** Section 140 requires that all dwelling units face a public street or side yard at least 25 feet in width, a required rear yard, or an open area of 25 feet in width.

All of the units in the proposed Project meet this requirement.

I. **Street Frontage in Neighborhood Commercial Districts.** Section 145.1 requires in NC Districts containing specific uses, including retail stores, that building lobbies do not exceed 40 feet of building frontage, that parking entrances are no more than 20 feet wide, that ground floors have a minimum 10-foot ceiling height, and that the ground floor street
frontage be at least 60% transparent in order to allow visibility to the inside of the building. The use of dark or mirrored glass shall not count towards the required transparent area. Any decorative railings or decorated grille work, other than wire mesh, which is placed in front or behind ground floor windows, shall be at least 75 percent open to perpendicular view.

The proposed Project is consistent with the relevant provisions under Section 145.1. The proposed two lobbies totals 20 feet in width. The parking entrance is 15 wide. The ground floor ceiling height is 11 feet. Along 18th Avenue, new transparency/glazing will be added to the existing theatre building totaling 62%, while the new mixed-use building will have 70% transparency at the street frontage.

J. Parking. Section 151 requires one off-street parking space for each dwelling unit; one off-street parking space for each 200 square feet of occupied floor area where the occupied floor area exceeds 5,000 square feet for restaurants; one off-street parking space for each 500 square feet of occupied floor area up to 20,000 where the occupied floor area exceeds 5,000 square feet for retail stores, and one off-street parking space for each 8 seats over 50 seats for movie theatres. Section 152 requires one off-street freight loading space for retail stores where the gross floor area of structure or use is over 10,000 square feet but less than 60,000 square feet in newly constructed structures. Section 155(i) requires one handicapped parking space for each 25 off-street parking spaces provided. Sections 155(j), 155.2(c) and 155.4(e) require 1 bicycle space for every 20 automobile spaces for garages containing between 120 and 500 automobile spaces, where the most restrictive provisions prevail. Section 155.4(f) requires that new and existing commercial buildings must provide adequate signs or notices to advertise the availability of bicycle parking. Section 166 requires one car sharing space for the first 50 spaces plus one for every additional 50 spaces.

The proposed Project meets the provisions of the parking requirements as follows: 37 spaces for the dwelling units, 25 spaces for the retail stores, 32 spaces for the restaurant, 28 spaces for the movie theatre, for a total of 122 spaces for the Project. The Project will also provide two car share spaces and six handicapped spaces at the site.

The Project would not be required to have off-street freight loading spaces because the Project proposes approximately 5,000 square feet of retail uses in a new four-story building. The existing theatre building at approximately 19,000 square feet contains no off-street freight loading space.

The Project would be required to provide 6 bicycle parking spaces. The existing site contains no bicycle parking spaces. The Project proposes to add 20 "Class 1" bicycle parking spaces at the new mixed-use building, as well as additional on-street bicycle and motorcycle parking. Adequate signs or notices of the availability of bicycle parking will be provided at the Project Site.

K. Residential Density. Sections 207.4 and 712.91, which set forth density restrictions for dwelling units in NC Districts, state that one dwelling unit is allowed for each 600 square feet of lot area.
Based on a lot area of approximately 37,000 square feet, 62 dwelling units are permitted. The Project proposes to develop 37 dwelling units, four of which (12%) will be inclusionary affordable units.

I. Change in Use/Demolition of a Movie Theatre. Section 303(k) states that a change in use or demolition of a movie theatre use must meet the additional criteria set forth under this Section in addition to Section 303(c).

This Code Section does not apply to the proposed Project since the Project's environmental evaluation application was filed on May 19, 2004, prior to the effective date of July 27, 2004. However, renovations to the existing theatre building include the conversion from a three-screen theatre to a 221-seat single-screen theatre on the second floor.

M. Transit Impact Development Fee. Sections 411 through 411.8 authorizes the imposition of certain development impact fees on new non-residential development projects or conversion of non-residential space of at least 800 gross square feet to offset impacts on the transit system. Land use categories for all impact fees are defined in Section 401.

The Project Sponsor will comply with the requirements of this section prior to the issuance of a Site Permit.

N. Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Section 415 (formerly Section 315) sets forth the requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Under Planning Code Section 415.3, these requirements apply to projects that consist of ten or more units, where the first application (EE or BPA) was applied for before July 18, 2006. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, the Project is meeting the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program requirement through the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative by providing 12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable.

The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, and has submitted an 'Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to satisfy the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program by providing the affordable housing on-site instead of through payment of the Affordable Housing Fee. In order for the Project Sponsor to be eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor must submit an 'Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as on-site units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the project. The Project Sponsor submitted such Affidavit on April 16, 2013. The EE application was submitted on May 19, 2004. Four units (1 one-bedroom, 2 two-bedroom, and 1 three-bedroom) of the 37 units provided will be affordable units. If the Project becomes ineligible to meet its Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program obligation through the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative, it must pay the Affordable Housing Fee with interest, if applicable.
O. Signage. Any proposed signage will be subject to the review and approval of the Planning Department and must comply with Article 6 of the Planning Code.

8. Planning Code Section 303(c) establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the Project does comply with said criteria in that:

A. The proposed uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible with, the neighborhood or the community.

The Geary Boulevard corridor is one of the longest continuous neighborhood commercial districts in the City stretching from Divisadero Street to the east to 28th Avenue in the west. The existing Alexandria Theatre building was built in 1923. It was a neighborhood movie theatre until closing in 2004. The theatre building has been vacant since then; however, the three small retail storefronts and engineering office along Geary Boulevard remain in operation. The proposed Project consists of two components: (1) the renovation of the existing Alexandria Theatre building, and (2) the construction of a new mixed-use building with underground parking on the adjacent surface parking lot. Renovations to the Alexandria Theatre building include the conversion from a three-screen theatre to a 221-seat single-screen theatre, the creation of new retail spaces (6,300 square feet) on the ground floor, and a restaurant space (7,000 square feet) on the second floor. The surface parking lot will be removed and replaced with a new four-story mixed-use development with two levels of underground parking for 122 spaces. The new building will contain retail spaces (4,800 square feet) on the ground floor, and 37 dwelling units on the upper floors. The development would total approximately 109,000 square feet. The Project is necessary and desirable because the adaptive re-use of the existing theatre building will remove a blighted site and bring activity to this portion of the commercial corridor. The new mixed-use development will add 37 dwelling units to the City's housing stock, 12% of which will be inclusionary affordable units. New retail storefronts will be provided at the existing and new buildings along 18th Avenue. This will add new pedestrian interest and vitality along 18th Avenue.

The proposed Project will be built to today's Green Building and sustainability requirements under both “Build It Green’s” Green Point Rating System and the U.S. Green Building Council's LEED program. In addition, the local codes also have requirements to develop and implement pollution prevention and site run-off controls as required by the City's Public Utilities Commission. The Project proposes to meet or exceed these requirements, according to the Project architect.

(1) In Neighborhood Commercial Districts, if the proposed development lot exceeds the limitation (9,999 square feet) found in Planning Code Section 121.1, the following shall be considered:

(i) The mass and façade of the proposed structure are compatible with the existing scale of the district; and
The proposed Project is compatible with the existing scale of the district in that it is typified by ground floor commercial uses with housing on the upper floors. Prominent buildings in mass and scale occupy corner lots, such as the existing Alexandria Theatre building. The new four-story building is typical of the surrounding three to four-story residential buildings in the district.

(ii) The façade of the proposed structure is compatible with design features of adjacent facades that contribute to the positive visual quality of the district.

The addition of storefront entrances along the east side of the existing theatre building along 18th Avenue will relieve an existing blank wall and create a street façade compatible with those along Geary Boulevard. The design of the residential portions of the new mixed-use building takes into account neighboring residential developments by using scale, materials, and architectural elements, such as bays and cornices to relate to the older residential streetscape to the north along 18th Avenue. The overall character of the new mixed-use building is Spanish/Mediterranean of a type that was popular in the 1920s when both the Alexandria Theatre and much of the housing in the surrounding Richmond neighborhood was built. The visual mass of the asymmetrical silhouette is broken down with square and semi-octagonal bay windows, an arcaded ground floor level, variations in surface color to differentiating the bays and inset balconies at the top floor.

(2) In Neighborhood Commercial Districts, if the proposed use is to be located at a location in which the square footage exceeds the limitation (5,999 square feet) found in Planning Code Section 121.2(a), the following shall be considered:

i. The intensity of activity in the district is not such that allowing the larger use will be likely to foreclose the location of other needed neighborhood-serving uses in the area; and

The Project area consists of a wide variety of neighborhood-serving uses. No uses would be foreclosed by the Project. The existing retail stores on the ground floor of the theatre building will not be foreclosed. Any potential tenants in the new retail spaces will need to seek permit approvals and meet the requirements of the NC-3 zoning provisions.

ii. The proposed use will serve the neighborhood, in whole or in significant part, and the nature of the use requires a larger size in order to function; and

The renovated theatre building will house a variety of uses that are permitted within the zoning district. Although the Project has a total of approximately 12,000 square feet of retail/commercial spaces in the overall project, they are not contiguous; rather, they are broken down into three different components: existing storefronts along Geary Boulevard, new retail spaces inside the existing theatre building, and ground floor storefronts in the
new mixed-use building. The commercial spaces in the existing and new mixed-use buildings may be further reduced in size to suit the needs of potential tenants.

iii. The building in which the use is to be located is designed in discrete elements which respect the scale of development in the district; and

The Project consists of two discrete buildings. The theatre building has existed at the site since 1923. The building was much larger than its immediate neighboring context, featuring blade signs that towered over the retail strip below, like a church spire. The signs are visible from a distance of many blocks away. In addition, the theatre building is situated on a corner lot, so that its larger form is an anchor as a destination place.

The new mixed-use building, with its varied materials, bay windows and balconies, is broken down to minimize the mass of the building, and provide interest at the pedestrian level.

B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working the area, in that:

i. Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and arrangement of structures;

The height and bulk of the existing theatre building will remain the same. The Project proposes to renovate the inside of the theatre building by adding a new restaurant, a 221-seat theatre, and retail stores. The existing surface parking lot will be replaced with a four-story mixed-use building with two levels of underground parking. The Project Site is a corner lot with two street frontages, Geary Boulevard and 18th Avenue. The design of the new building has been created to be compatible with the scale and context of the surrounding neighborhood.

ii. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;

The Project Site is well-served by public transit. Several MUNI transit lines run directly in front of or near the Site. The Project proposes a two-level underground parking for 122 cars, including 2 car share spaces, 20 bicycle spaces, as well as on-street bicycle and motorcycle parking.

iii. The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and odor;

No noxious or offensive emissions will be associated with the Project.
iv. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces, parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;

The Project provides both private and common useable open space at the ground floor rear yard and at the upper floor interior courtyard. The Project's streetscape and pedestrian improvements include a mid-block bulb-out on 18th Avenue, a small mid-block public plaza on 18th Avenue at the junction of the existing theatre building and the new mixed-use building, new street trees on both Geary Boulevard and 18th Avenue, permeable paving, benches and moveable seating, motorcycle and bike parking, lighting fixtures, and various hedges and plantings along 18th Avenue.

C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code and will not adversely affect the General Plan.

The Project complies with relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code, and is consistent with objectives and policies of the General Plan as detailed below.

D. That the use as proposed would provide development that is in conformity with the purpose of the applicable Neighborhood Commercial District.

The proposed Project is consistent with the stated purpose of the NC-3 (Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial) District in that the intended use is to renovate an existing theatre building and replace an underutilized parking lot with a mixed use development. The larger lot size and use size are required due to the irregularly-shaped lot.

9. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT

Objectives and Policies

OBJECTIVE 1:
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

Policy 1.1:
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially affordable housing.

Policy 1.8:
Promote mixed-use development, and include housing, particularly permanently affordable housing, in new commercial, institutional or other single use development projects.
Policy 1.10
Support new housing projects, especially affordable housing, where households can easily rely on public transportation, walking and bicycling for the majority of daily trips.

The new mixed-use building will contain retail spaces (approximately 4,800 square feet) on the ground floor, and 37 dwelling units on the upper floors, including 13 one-bedroom units, 18 two-bedroom units, and 6 three-bedroom units. The Project will provide four on-site inclusionary affordable housing units.

OBJECTIVE 11:
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Policy 11.1:
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty, flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.

Policy 11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote community interaction

The Project will provide streetscape and pedestrian improvements that include a mid-block bulb-out, a small public plaza with seating and open space, allowing people to meet and interact informally and foster the neighborhood's social experiences and offerings.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies

OBJECTIVE 6:
MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN VIABLE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL AREAS EASILY ACCESSIBLE TO CITY RESIDENTS.

Policy 6.1:
Ensure and encourage the retention and provision of neighborhood-serving goods and services in the city's neighborhood commercial districts, while recognizing and encouraging diversity among the districts.

Policy 6.3
Preserve and promote the mixed commercial-residential character in neighborhood commercial districts. Strike a balance between the preservation of existing affordable housing and needed expansion of commercial activity.

Policy 6.9
Regulate uses so that traffic impacts and parking problems are minimized
No commercial tenant would be displaced. The Project would not prevent the district from achieving optimal diversity in the types of goods and services available in the neighborhood. The Project will provide desirable goods and services to the neighborhood and will provide resident employment opportunities to those in the community. Further, the Project Site is located within a Neighborhood Commercial District and is thus consistent with activities in the commercial land use plan. The Project will also provide adequate on-site parking to meet the needs of the commercial and residential uses so that the Project will not significantly increase traffic congestion or parking problems in the neighborhood.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT

Objectives and Policies

OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE CITY AND ITS NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, AND A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.

Policy 1.3:
Recognize that buildings, when seen together, produce a total effect that characterizes the city and its districts.

Policy 1.10:
Indicate the purposes of streets by adopting and implementing the Better Streets Plan, which identifies a hierarchy of street types and appropriate streetscape elements for each street type.

The Project's streetscape and pedestrian improvements include a mid-block bulb-out on 18th Avenue, a small mid-block public plaza on 18th Avenue at the junction of the existing theatre building and the new mixed-use building, new street trees on both Geary Boulevard and 18th Avenue, permeable paving, benches and moveable seating, motorcycle and bike parking, lighting fixtures, and various hedges and plantings along 18th Avenue.

OBJECTIVE 2:
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.

Policy 2.5:
Use care in remodeling of older buildings, in order to enhance rather than weaken the original character of such buildings.

Policy 2.6:
Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings.

The Project consists of two components: (1) the renovation of the existing Alexandria Theatre building, built circa 1923, and (2) the construction of a new four-story mixed-use building on the adjacent surface parking lot. Renovations to the Alexandria Theatre building, while retaining all of its unique historic
character defining features, will include new commercial, restaurant and theatre uses. The surface parking lot will be removed and replaced with a new four-story mixed-use development with two levels of underground parking for 122 spaces.

10. **Planning Code Section 101.1(b)** establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said policies in that:

A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.

*The proposed Project will preserve a neighborhood theatre while adding new retail spaces and a restaurant to the existing theatre building. The Project will also replace an underutilized parking lot with a new four-story mixed-use development with retail storefronts on the ground floor and 37 dwelling units in the upper floors. The Project's new retail spaces will offer new employment opportunities and business ownerships.*

B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

*With the adaptive reuse of the theatre building, the existing neighborhood character will be preserved and enhanced. The design of the new mixed-use building will be compatible with the scale and design of the existing neighborhood.*

C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,

*The Project will add four inclusionary affordable housing units to the City's housing stock.*

D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or neighborhood parking.

*The Project Site is well-served by public transit. Several MUNI transit lines run directly in front of or near the Site. The Project proposes a two-level underground parking for 122 cars, including 2 car share spaces, 20 bicycle spaces, as well as on-street bicycle and motorcycle parking.*

E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

*The Project will not displace any service or industry establishment. The Project will not affect industrial or service sector uses or related employment opportunities. Ownership of industrial or service sector businesses will not be affected by this Project.*
F. That the City achieves the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life in an earthquake.

*The Project will comply with all current earthquake safety requirements of the City's Building Code for the new building as well as the existing theatre building.*

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.

*While the existing 1923 theatre building is not a landmark, it is considered a historic resource under CEQA. It will not be significantly altered as part of the Project.*

H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from development.

*The Project will maintain the existing theatre building's envelope and height, while the new building will not exceed the 40-foot height limit; therefore, the Project will not affect existing parks and open spaces.*

11. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.

12. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use authorization would promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
DECISION

That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Project Sponsor, the staff of the Department and other interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use Application No. 2004.0482CE! subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance with plans filed with the Application, dated April 5, 2013 and labeled "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.

The Commission has reviewed and considered the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration (FMND) and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), and the record as a whole and finds that there is no substantial evidence that the project will have a significant effect on the environment with the adoption of the mitigation measures contained in the MMRP to avoid potential significant environmental effects associated with the Project.

The Commission hereby adopts the FMND and MMRP attached hereto as EXHIBIT C and incorporated herein as part of this Motion by this reference thereto. All required mitigation measures identified in the FMND and contained in the MMRP are included as conditions of approval.

The Commission further finds that since the FMND was finalized, there have been no substantial project changes and no substantial changes in project circumstances that would require major revisions to the FMND due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the FMND.

APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No. 18853. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.

I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on April 25, 2013.

Jonas P. Ionin
Acting Commission Secretary

AYES: Commissioners Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Moore and Wu

NAYS: None

ABSENT: Commissioners Borden and Sugaya

ADOPTED: April 25, 2013
EXHIBIT A

Conditions of Approval

AUTHORIZATION

This authorization is for a Conditional Use Authorization to allow a development lot size exceeding 9,999 square feet and a non-residential use size exceeding 5,999 square feet, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 121.1, 121.2, 303(c), 712.11 and 712.21, in an NC-3 (Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial) District, and 40-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans dated April 5, 2013 and labeled “EXHIBIT B” included in the docket for Case No. 2004.0482CE! and subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on April 25, 2013 under Motion No. 18853. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

Prior to the issuance of the Building Permit Application or commencement of use for the project, the Zoning Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the Project is subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission on April 25, 2013 under Motion No. 18853.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS

The conditions of approval under the “EXHIBIT A” of this Planning Commission Motion No. 18853 shall be reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building Permit Application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional Use authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY

The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section, or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys no right to construct, or to receive a Building Permit. The Project Sponsor shall include any subsequent responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS

Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator. Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a new Conditional Use authorization.
Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting

PERFORMANCE

1. **Validity and Expiration.** The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from the effective date of the Motion. A Building Permit Application from the Department of Building Inspection to construct the project and/or commence the approved use must be issued as this Conditional Use authorization is only an approval of the proposed Project and conveys no independent right to construct the project or to commence the approved use. The Planning Commission may, in a public hearing, consider the revocation of the approvals granted if a Site or Building Permit has not been obtained within three (3) years of the date of the Motion approving the Project. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently to completion. The Commission may also consider revoking the approvals if a permit for the Project has been issued but is allowed to expire and more than three (3) years have passed since the Motion was approved.


2. **Extension.** This authorization may be extended at the discretion of the Zoning Administrator only where failure to issue a permit by the Department of Building Inspection to perform said tenant improvements is caused by a delay by a local, State or Federal agency or by any appeal of the issuance of such permit(s).


3. **Mitigation Measures.** Mitigation measures described in the MMRP for the FMND (Case No. 2004.0482E) attached as EXHIBIT C are necessary to avoid potential significant effects of the proposed Project, and have been agreed to by the Project Sponsor. Their implementation is a condition of Project approval.


DESIGN – COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE

4. **Final Materials.** The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the building design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be subject to Planning Department staff review and approval. The Building/Site Permit Application and/or the Architectural Addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.

   For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

5. **Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage Placement.** Space for the collection and storage of garbage, composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and
clearly labeled and illustrated on the Building Permit plans. Space for the collection and storage of recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level of the buildings.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

6. Lighting Plan. The Project Sponsor shall submit an exterior lighting plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning Department's approval of the Building/Site Permit Application. For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

7. Noise. Plans submitted with the building permit application for the approved project shall incorporate acoustical insulation and other sound proofing measures to control noise. For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

8. Odor Control Unit. In order to ensure any significant noxious or offensive odors are prevented from escaping the premises once the Project is operational, the Building/Site Permit application to implement the Project shall include air cleaning or odor control equipment details and manufacturer specifications on the plans. Odor control ducting shall not be applied to the primary façade of the building. For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

9. Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall submit a roof plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the Building Permit application. Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required to be screened so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject building. For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

10. Signage Program. Any proposed signage shall be subject to the review and approval of the Planning Department and must comply with Article 6 of the Planning Code. For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

11. Street Trees/Streetscape Plan. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall submit a streetscape plan to the Department prior to Department's approval of the Building/Site Permit Application indicating that seventeen (17) street trees shall be provided, including 13 evergreen trees, two palm trees, and two accent trees. Other streetscape and pedestrian improvements shall include a mid-block bulb-out on 18th Avenue, a mid-block public
plaza on 18th Avenue, permeable paving, benches and moveable seating, lighting fixtures, and various hedges and plantings along 18th Avenue.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org.

12. Transformer Vault. The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located. However, they may not have any impact if they are installed in preferred locations. Therefore, the Department recommends the following preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, in order of most to least desirable:

(a) On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of separate doors on a ground floor façade facing a public right-of-way;
(b) On-site, in a driveway, underground;
(c) On-site, above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor façade facing a public right-of-way;
(d) Public right-of-way, underground, under sidewalks with a minimum width of 12 feet, avoiding effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
(e) Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
(f) Public right-of-way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
(g) On-site, in a ground floor façade (the least desirable location).

Unless otherwise specified by the Department, Department of Public Work’s Bureau of Street Use and Mapping (DPW BSM) should use this preference schedule for all new transformer vault installation requests.

For information about compliance, contact the Bureau of Street use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415-554-5810, http://sfdpw.org.

PARKING AND TRAFFIC

13. Automobile Parking. The Project Sponsor shall provide 122 spaces for the Project, including two (2) car share spaces and six (6) handicapped spaces.


14. Bicycle Parking. The Project Sponsor shall provide twenty (20) on-site “Class 1” bicycle parking spaces. Adequate signs or notices of the availability of bicycle parking shall also be provided at the Project Site.


15. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Planning Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation impacts during construction of the Project. For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-planning.org.

16. Parking for Affordable Units. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents only as a separate “add-on” option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project dwelling unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to residents within a quarter mile of the Project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning Code Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking spaces priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project shall have the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential parking spaces are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of dwelling units, nor may homeowner’s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation of parking spaces from dwelling units. For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-planning.org.

PROVISIONS

17. First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Construction and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator, pursuant to Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. The Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program regarding construction work and on-going employment required for the Project. For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335, www.business.services@sfgov.org.

18. Inclusionary Affordable Housing. The Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of the Planning Code Section 415 (formerly Section 315) for the Project as follows:

1. Number of Required Units. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.6, the Project is required to provide 12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable to qualifying households. The Project contains 37 units; therefore, four (4) affordable units are required. The Project Sponsor will fulfill this requirement by providing the 4 affordable units on-site. If the number of market-rate units change, the number of required affordable units shall be modified accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with the Mayor’s Office of Housing (“MOH”). For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor’s Office of Housing at 415-701-5500, www.sf-moh.org.

2. Unit Mix. The Project contains 13 one-bedroom, 18 two-bedroom, and 6 three-bedroom units; therefore, the required affordable unit mix is 1 one-bedroom, 2 two-bedroom, and 1 three-
bedroom units. If the market-rate unit mix changes, the affordable unit mix will be modified accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with MOH. 


3. **Unit Location.** The affordable units shall be designated on a reduced set of plans recorded as a Notice of Special Restrictions on the property prior to the issuance of the first construction permit.


4. **Phasing.** If any building permit is issued for partial phasing of the Project, the Project Sponsor shall have designated not less than twelve percent (12%) of the each phase's total number of dwelling units as on-site affordable units.


5. **Duration.** Under Planning Code Section 415.8, all units constructed pursuant to Section 415.6, must remain affordable to qualifying households for the life of the Project.


6. **Other Conditions.** The Project is subject to the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program under Section 415 et seq. of the Planning Code and City and County of San Francisco Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program Monitoring and Procedures Manual ("Procedures Manual"). The Procedures Manual, as amended from time to time, is incorporated herein by reference, as published and adopted by the Planning Commission, and as required by Planning Code Section 415. Terms used in these conditions of approval and not otherwise defined shall have the meanings set forth in the Procedures Manual. A copy of the Procedures Manual can be obtained at the MOH at 1 South Van Ness Avenue or on the Planning Department or Mayor's Office of Housing's websites, including on the internet at: http://sf-planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4451.

As provided in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program, the applicable Procedures Manual is the manual in effect at the time the subject units are made available for sale.


a. The affordable unit(s) shall be designated on the building plans prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The affordable unit(s) shall (1) reflect the unit size mix in number of bedrooms of the market rate units, (2) be constructed, completed, ready for occupancy and marketed no later than the market rate units, and (3) be evenly distributed throughout the building; and (4) be of comparable overall quality, construction and exterior appearance as the market rate units in the principal project. The interior features in affordable units should be the same as those of the market units in the
principal project, but need not be the same make, model or type of such item as long they are of good and new quality and are consistent with then-current standards for new housing. Other specific standards for on-site units are outlined in the Procedures Manual.

b. If the units in the building are offered for sale, the affordable unit(s) shall be sold to first time home buyer households, as defined in the Procedures Manual, whose gross annual income adjusted for household size does not exceed an average of ninety (90) percent of Area Median Income under the income table called “Maximum Income by Household Size” derived from the Unadjusted Area Median Income for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area that contains San Francisco. The initial sales price of such units shall be calculated according to the Procedures Manual. Limitations on (i) reselling; (ii) renting; (iii) recouping capital improvements; (iv) refinancing; and (v) procedures for inheritance apply and are set forth in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program and the Procedures Manual.

c. The Project Sponsor is responsible for following the marketing, reporting, and monitoring requirements and procedures as set forth in the Procedures Manual. MOH shall be responsible for overseeing and monitoring the marketing of affordable units. The Project Sponsor must contact MOH at least six months prior to the beginning of marketing for any unit in the building.

d. Required parking spaces shall be made available to initial buyers or renters of affordable units according to the Procedures Manual.

e. Prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by DBI for the Project, the Project Sponsor shall record a Notice of Special Restriction on the property that contains these conditions of approval and a reduced set of plans that identify the affordable units satisfying the requirements of this approval. The Project Sponsor shall promptly provide a copy of the recorded Notice of Special Restriction to the Department and to the MOH or its successor.

f. The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.6 instead of payment of the Affordable Housing Fee, and has submitted the Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415, to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as on-site units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the Project.

g. If the Project Sponsor fails to comply with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program requirement, the Director of DBI shall deny any and all site or building permits or certificates of occupancy for the development project until the Planning Department notifies the Director of compliance. A Project Sponsor’s failure to comply with the requirements of Planning Code Section 415 et seq. shall constitute cause for the City to record a lien against the development project and pursue any and all available remedies at law.

h. If the Project becomes ineligible at any time for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor or its successor shall pay the Affordable Housing Fee prior to issuance of
the first construction permit or may seek a fee deferral as permitted under Ordinances 0107-10 and 0108-10. If the Project becomes ineligible after issuance of its first construction permit, the Project Sponsor shall notify the Department and MOH and pay interest on the Affordable Housing Fee at a rate equal to the Development Fee Deferral Surcharge Rate in Section 107A.13.3.2 of the San Francisco Building Code and penalties if applicable.

19. **Transit Impact Development Fee.** Pursuant to Planning Code Section 411 (formerly Chapter 38 of the Administrative Code), the Project Sponsor shall pay the Transit Impact Development Fee (TIDF) as required by and based on drawings submitted with the Building Permit Application. Prior to the issuance of a temporary certificate of occupancy, the Project Sponsor shall provide the Planning Director with certification that the fee has been paid.

*For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org*

**MONITORING - AFTER ENTITLEMENT**

20. **Enforcement.** Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.

*For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-planning.org*

21. **Revocation due to Violation of Conditions.** Should implementation of this Project result in complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.

*For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-planning.org*

22. **Changes to Building Design and/or Materials.** A new Conditional Use authorization shall be required if the project design and/or materials, such as windows, storefront, door surround, roof tiles, and canopy elements, to the Alexandria Theatre building and/or the new mixed-use building are modified in the future.

*For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-planning.org*

**OPERATION**

23. **Security, Supervision, Maintenance and General Upkeep of the Alexandria Theatre Building and the Adjoining Parking Lot Site.** The Project Sponsor shall provide strict security and regular maintenance of the parking lot site and the theatre building to prevent any vandalism of...
the theatre interior, and to protect its resources (i.e., architectural features and details) until such time the Project is completed as designed.


24. **Community Liaison.** Prior to issuance of a Building Permit to construct the Project and implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.


25. **Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles.** Garbage, recycling, and compost containers shall be kept within trash enclosures on the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when being serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to garbage and recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415-554-5810, http://sfdpw.org/.

26. **Noise Control.** The premises shall be adequately soundproofed or insulated for noise and operated so that incidental noise shall not be audible beyond the premises or in other sections of the building and fixed-source equipment noise shall not exceed the decibel levels specified in the San Francisco Noise Control Ordinance.

For information about compliance with the fixed mechanical objects such as rooftop air conditioning, restaurant ventilation systems, and motors and compressors with acceptable noise levels, contact the Environmental Health Section, Department of Public Health at (415) 252-3800, www.sfdph.org.

For information about compliance with the construction noise, contact the Department of Building Inspection, 415-558-6570, www.sfdbi.org.

For information about compliance with the amplified sound including music and television contact the Police Department at 415-553-1012 or 415-5530123, www.sf-police.org.

27. **Odor Control.** While it is inevitable that some low level of odor may be detectible to nearby residents and passersby, appropriate odor control equipment shall be installed and maintained to prevent any significant noxious or offensive odors from escaping the premises. The Building Permit Application to implement the Project shall include air cleaning or odor control equipment details and manufacturer specifications on the plans.

For information about compliance with odor or other chemical air pollutants emission standards and air quality regulations contact the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), 1-800-334-

28. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building and all sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance with the Department of Public Works' Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards. For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org/
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DATE: August 7, 2014
TO: Planning Commissioners
FROM: Mary Woods
Staff Planner - 558.6315 or mary.woods@sfgov.org
RE: 5400 Geary Boulevard, the Alexandria Theatre Site
Planning Commission Motion No. 18853 for
Conditional Use Authorization under Case No. 2004.0482CEK!

On April 25, 2013, the Planning Commission approved a Conditional Use Authorization for the renovation of the existing Alexandria Theatre building, and the construction of a new mixed-use building with underground parking on the adjacent surface parking lot. The new four-story mixed-use development would consist of two levels of underground parking with 122 spaces, approximately 4,800 square feet of retail spaces on the ground floor, and 37 dwelling units on the upper floors, including 13 one-bedroom units, 18 two-bedroom units, and 6 three-bedroom units.

On August 6, 2014, staff received a letter from the project architect outlining proposed revisions to the approved project due to new ownership of the subject property. The changes relate only to the new mixed-use building, and include increasing the dwelling unit count from 37 to 41, increasing the below market-rate unit count from 4 to 5, decreasing the off-street parking spaces from 122 to 94, and increasing the bicycle parking spaces from 20 to 42. The primary change involves converting most of the retail spaces (except for approximately 1,000 square feet out of a total of 4,800 square feet) to three new dwelling units on the ground floor. A copy of the architect’s letter and proposed plans are attached for reference.

Department staff has reviewed the proposed revisions and found them to be in conformance with the original approval.

cc: Supervisor Eric Mar

Attachments:
Planning Commission Motion No. 18853
Parcel/Zoning Map, Sanborn Map
August 6, 2014 letter from Project Architect
Proposed Plans for the Mixed-Use Building
### Required Planning Approvals
San Francisco Planning Code

**Address:** 5450 Geary Boulevard at 18th Avenue; Alexandria Theatre (AT) and raw Alexandria Mixed Use Building (MUB)

**Code Section** | Item | Requirement | Existing | Proposed | Authorization/Exemption
---|---|---|---|---|---
303 | Conditional Use | Commercial Use greater than 6,000 sf | 1,720 sf | 8,485 sf | CU required
303 (a) | Conditional Use | for demolition of a movie theatre | 3 screen auditoria | 1 screen auditorium | No CU required
303(b) | Planned Unit Development | Site is greater than 1/2 acre (3,760 sf) | 37,243 sf | 37,243 sf | Conditional Use Approval Sec. 303(c)
712.10 | Zoning District | NC 3 Moderate Scale NCD | NC 3 Moderate Scale NCD | NC 3 Moderate Scale NCD
712.10 | Height and Bulk | Lot Size | Lot in excess of 10,000 sf require CU | 37,243 sf | 37,243 sf
712.12 | App. Yard | Yes, at Residential Levels | None | None | Sec. 130(4)(c)(1) 25% of lot depth
712.16 | Variances | Permitted in NC 3 | Historic marquee | Historic marquee to remain | Sec. 130(4)(c)(2) 25% of lot depth
712.20 | Commercial Use Size | 3.61 (3.6 x 37,243 sf = 134,074 sf max.) | 1,720 sf | 8,485 sf | CU above 6,000 sf
712.22 | Commercial Off Street Parking | required over 5,000 sf | 57 spaces | 94 spaces | Sec. 150(6)(a)
712.23 | Commercial Freight Loading | required if over 10,000 sf | none | none | Sec. 150(6)(a)
712.40 | Other Retail | None | None | 2nd level restaurant | P on 1st and 2nd story
712.44 | Restaurant | None | None | Retail, commercial, theatre | P on 1st and 2nd story
712.46 | Movie Theatre | 3 screen auditoria | 1 Unit per 600 sf of lot area | 3 screen auditoria | 1 Unit per 600 sf of lot area
712.86 | Residential Use | None | ISO 2,390 sf (4 per unit commercial) common
712.91 | Residential Density | per dwelling unit | none | none | ISO 2,390 sf (4 per unit commercial) common
712.93 | Uses Permitted Marquee Space | 1.240 sf (commercial) | none | none | ISO 2,390 sf (4 per unit commercial) common
712.94 | Residential Parking | none | none | 43 spots | ISO 2,390 sf (4 per unit commercial) common
790.34 | Formula Retail | Prohibition on Formula Pet Stores and Eating and Drinking Establishments | none | none | ISO 2,390 sf (4 per unit commercial) common

---

**PROJECT SUMMARY**

**Use** | **Existing Uses** | **Existing Uses in Alexandria Theatre (gross sq. ft.)** | **New Uses Added in Alexandria Theatre (gross sq. ft.)** | **New Mixed Use Use Building (gross sq. ft.)** | **Total Project (gross sq. ft.)**
---|---|---|---|---|---
Residential | Int. Common Area | 1,436 | 1,180 | 6,280 | 1,980 | 8,180
Residential | Office | 540 | 860 | 860 | 860 | 1,700
Restaurant/Commercial | 8,625 | 8,625 | 8,625 | 8,625 | 26,875
Theater | 11,000 | 3,100 | 3,100 | 3,100 | 17,200
Storage | 2,000 | 2,000 | 2,000 | 2,000 | 6,000
Utility Room | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 1,200
Parking | 39,925 | 39,925 | 39,925 | 39,925 | 159,725

**Total GSF:** 21,008

**Parking Requirements**

**Table 151**

**Use or Activity** | **Occupied Area** | **No. of Off-Site Spaces Required** | **Total Spaces**
---|---|---|---
Retail/Commercial | 8,485 sf | 1 space/1,000 sf over 5,000 sf | 17 spaces
Restaurant | 6,260 sf | 1 space/500 sf over 5,000 sf | 32 spaces
Theater | 221 seats | 1 space/8 seats over 50 seats | 26 spaces
Residential | 43 units | 1 space per dwelling unit | 43 spaces

**Total** | | | 120 spaces

**Car Share**

49 non-residential spaces, 1 plus 1 for every 50 over 50

**Parking Credit:**

130 spaces: 57 spaces, 73 spaces

**Planning Summary**
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   2. 3 HOUR RATED WALL

SCALE 1/8" = 1'-0"
LANDSCAPE COLOR AND MATERIALS BOARD

ACCENT PLANTS
SEAT WALL & PLANTER
TRASH RECEPTACLE
HEDGE SHRUB

GRAY-COLORED CONCRETE
LIGHTING FIXTURE, TYP.
MOVEABLE TABLES & CHAIRS
SMALL PATIO TREE (1)
ACCENT PLANTS

EXISTING CONCRETE PAVEMENT
TREE WELL WITH GRATE, TYP.
BIKE RACK, TYP.

TAN-COLORED CONCRETE
EVERGREEN TREES
PLANTER (2)
BENCH (1)

PLANT MATERIALS
EVERGREEN TREE
PAUL TREE
SMALL RED TREE
ACCENT PLANTS
EVERGREEN SHRUB

HARDSCAPE MATERIALS

FURNISHINGS
TRASH WASTE CAN
PLANTERS
PLANT POT
SCAFFOLDING

ALEXANDRIA THEATER
San Francisco, CA

tanaka
design group
360 langton street suite 102
san francisco, california 94103
tel: (415) 863-7800
www.tanakadesign.com